
AI For Profitable Social Media 
Content Creation: The Prompts 

 
 
Below you will find several prompts that you can use to help you in creating social 
media content for your online business. You’ll come up with your own and of 
course there are a ton online for free and for sale online. If you need something 
specific head over to Google and search for what you need a prompt for plus the 
word prompt.  
 
Examples: TikTok ai prompts, Instagram ai prompts, social media ai prompts, etc.  
 
Let’s dive into the prompts…. 
 
 
Can you create a detailed social media plan for the topic of 
[YOUR TOPIC]. Please include the type of social media content to 
post, the topics to cover, and the right times to post on the 
specific social media site. 
 
Create a [SOCIAL NETWORK] campaign plan for launching a [YOUR 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION], aimed at [YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE] 
 
Can you give me 5 ideas for videos that I could create for 
[SOCIAL NETWORK] on the topic of [TOPIC]? 
 
Can you give me 5 creative Instagram Reels ideas to promote my 
product that [DESCRIBE PRODUCT] 
 
I want to promote my article on social media. Can you please 
summarize this article and insert a call to action at the end of 
the summary to that will make people want to read this entire 
article. [INSERT ARTICLE] 
 
Create a [SOCIAL NETWORK] post under 150 words using this 
content [INSERT CONTENT]. 
 
What are the current most popular hashtags on Instagram related 
to [NICHE] 



 
Create an Instagram carousel with [NUMBER] slides that promotes 
[DESCRIBE WHAT TO PROMOTE] 
 
Come up with [X] Instagram Story ideas for [TOPIC] that are 
relevant to [TARGET AUDIENCE] using a brand voice that is 
[VOICE]. 
 
Write an inspirational Instagram caption about [TOPIC] that will 
engage [YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE]. The first sentence should include 
a hook that makes me want to keep reading. Give me five options. 
 
Create an engaging Facebook post that asks our audience to share 
their favorite memory related to [TOPIC]. Write it in an 
enthusiastic tone of voice. 
 
Describe the impact of using [YOUR PRODUCT AND DESCRIPTION] as 
part of a daily routine. Format it as a Facebook post. Include a 
hook in the first sentence. Use a positive tone of voice. 
 
Compose an insightful LinkedIn post promoting best practices 
within [TOPIC]. Write it in a professional tone of voice. 
 
Propose five insightful hooks that will make me want to read 
more about [TOPIC] on [SOCIAL NETWORK]. Each hook should include 
no more than 20 words. 
 
Act as a social media marketing expert. Recommend a [SOCIAL 
NETWORK] post to announce a new blog post on [TOPIC]. Include a 
persuasive call to action to drive people to the blog post. 
 
Can you generate a poll with four options for a social media 
post aimed at [TARGET AUDIENCE]. The question should be about 
[TOPIC]. 
 
Can you help me craft a social media giveaway post that is 
designed to promote [DESCRIBE WHAT YOU’RE PROMOTING]. 
 
Brainstorm five social media contest ideas that would engage 
customers who are [DESCRIBE TARGET AUDIENCE] 
 
Create five puns on the word [INSERT WORD] to include in a 
social media post about [TOPIC]. 
 
Summarize this content into bullet points for an [SOCIAL 
NETWORK] caption [INSERT CONTENT]. 
 



Propose three fun social media challenge ideas that will engage 
an audience interested in [TOPIC]. 
 
Produce a riddle where the answer is [YOUR PRODUCT AND A 
DESCRIPTION FOR IT] 
 
Re-write this [SOCIAL NETWORK] post for [SOCIAL NETWORK]. Keep 
the post to [X] characters. [INSERT POST]. 
 
Generate five ideas for YouTube videos around the topic of 
[INSERT TOPIC]. 
 
Give me [X] ideas for an [SOCIAL NETWORK] live I’m running with 
[DESCRIBE GUEST] about [TOPIC]. Generate [X] questions I should 
ask the guest.  
 
Write a full YouTube script about [DESCRIPTION] 
 
Can you give me three fun facts about [TOPIC] that would 
surprise people in a social media post. 
 
Suggest [X] short and powerful calls to action that would drive 
my audience from social media posts to my website. [INSERT 
WEBSITE DESCRIPTION] 
 
Create five different compelling [SOCIAL NETOWRK] posts that 
will encourage customers to sign up for our email list. Our 
email list is about [DESCRIPTION] 
 
Write a [SOCIAL NETWORK] post about an upcoming holiday [INSERT 
HOLIDAY] and explain why it matters to our brand [INSERT 
DESCRIPTION]. 
 
Write a short controversial social media post about [TOPIC] that 
will get my audience to debate the topic. 
 
Brainstorm ten ideas for social media posts that will begin a 
conversation about [TOPIC]. 
 
Generate four possible titles and descriptions for a [SOCIAL 
NETWORK] post about our company’s brand values, those are 
[INSERT VALUES]. 
 
What are the most frequently asked questions related to [TOPIC]? 
Can you list each one as a social media post? 
 



Identify [X] types of social media content on the topic of 
[TOPIC] that [DESCRIBE AUDIENCE] would like to engage with. 
 
Create [X] Monday Motivation posts for LinkedIn. The target 
audience is [TARGET AUDIENCE] Keep the post [DEFINE TONE] 
 
Generate [X] engaging questions related to the topic [TOPIC] for 
posting in a Facebook Group. 
 
Generate [X] captions for an Instagram post on the topic of 
[TOPIC]. Craft the captions for [TARGET AUDIENCE] Use quotes and 
any other elements to make them more interesting. 
 
Generate a list of ideal click-through rates for social media 
posts targeting [TARGET AUDIENCE] 
 
What metrics should I track when creating social media content 
on the topic of [TOPIC]?  
 
Generate [X] Instagram photo captions for a picture of [DESCRIBE 
PICTURE] about [TOPIC]. 
 
Develop [X] viral Instagram Reel ideas about [TOPIC] 
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